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EUDOXUS, EUC iv,10 AND ‘GOLDEN RECTANGLE’ 

 

+++++++ 

 

Cook-Wilson brought it out that the socalled ‘inscribing’ at Meno 86,f is what might be called 
(so it is indeed called by myself, incidentally) ‘intensioning’ or ‘instretching’.   That’s sides 
(pleura) doing the instretching, each its own length separately.   This work in geometric algebra 
had a history back as far as Leon and Leodamas, near to Plato.    As to historical buildup, it 
points towards both Euclid, books ii and iv.  A slight but still serious point of difference is 
present in the Meno reference:  not triangle, properly called so, but sides of a triangle, being 
instretched.  

  Far less incidentally for a healthy approach to all this is youngish man Dale Joachimnͣ  native of 
Haiti, now doing specialized research at the MIT Lincoln Labs in Lexingtonͣ  Mass.    He can 
explain the various anomalies inside the enunciation of Euc II. 10 – notably the anomaly of the 
‘diakatachrEstikoteron’ [ see Scol 30] use of ‘diplasion; 

Debra and Terence can explain why Def 9 and the schol #30 to Book V, not-yet logically active 
and available as of Bk II  yet available nonetheless historically available to Plato via young 
Eudoxus, the very man who worked on both ‘generalised’ theorems in proportion theory [cf. A. 
Robinson and Archimedean Axiom] .   This is the same ingenious man with major new scientific 
findings in Astronomy – and further had written (so Eudemus, via Proclus) on ‘THE 
SECTION’… 

I may have brought up the point about this deeply hidden Greek word ‘diakatachrEstikoteron’ 
with  Holger by now – I’m not sure.  I did fuss somewhat with Thos. Lingner of Harvard-
Widener-Graphics -- around 2014 about this term and its status as ultra-rarity [no listing in LSJ] 

 

 

I venture to cite from Terry Echterling’s dissertation now, text near footnote 31: 

 

This is taken from near fn. 31, chapt 1 of Echterling’s diss.: 

“conditions for the hypothesis of inscribability [instretchability]”  

 

 


